
Zeck SR Catfish Spinning Reel

Zeck Fishing

Product number: ZK-SR

High quality spinning reel for catfishing.

149,95 € * 149,95 €

Zeck SR Catfish Spinning Reel - SR 5 & SR 10: Customised for 
your fishing adventure

Discover the Zeck Fishing excellence with the Zeck SR catfish reels. With the Zeck SR spinning reels, the 
SR 5 and SR 10 models, you get premium quality at an affordable price of under €200. Designed as 
stationary reels, these fishing reels combine robust construction, versatility and superior performance to give 
you the ultimate fishing adventure.

Common features of Zeck fixed spool reels

Ultra robust: Ideal for tough catfish fishing, robust catfish reel and Zeck spinning reel for fresh and 
salt water. It offers unsurpassed durability thanks to its 100 % aluminium reel body.
Specialised for spin fishing: The SR 5 is perfect for spinning rods with 100 - 200 g casting weight, a 
real asset for every spin fisherman. Ideal for fishing for catfish and pike.
Sea fishing: Both models are saltwater-resistant and are ideal for demanding tuna drills.
Sturdy line clips and interchangeable crank handle: Optimised for comfort and functionality.

Zeck SR 5 - Flexible and powerful

Specially designed for anglers who value technology and flexibility. With a line capacity of 190 m / 0.36 
mm and a weight of just 480 g, this reel is a must-have for effective spinning and vertical fishing.

Max. drag: 11 kg
Gear ratio: 5,6:1
Line retraction: 104 cm per handle rotation



Ideal for spinning and vertical anglers as well as light seat fishing. Perfectly matched to spinning rods 
with 100 - 200 g casting weight.

Zeck SR 10 - For the big catches

With a line capacity of 280 m / 0.50 mm and a robust design that has been specially developed for laying out 
rigs by boat and for medium-distance casts, the SR 10 is the ideal partner for ambitious catfish anglers.

Weight: 725 g
Max. drag: 14 kg
Gear ratio: 4,7:1
Line retraction: 113 cm per handle rotation
Ideal for setting up rigs with a boat and for casting at medium distances. Suitable for anglers who need 
a powerful spinning reel.

Whether catfishing in rivers, spinning in lakes or sea fishing, Zeck reels offer you the strength, reliability 
and performance you need to be successful.

Choose your model: SR 5 for flexibility and agility or SR 10 for power and endurance - both at an 
unbeatable price of under €200.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

